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 All equity stocks listed on Boursa Kuwait will be classified under the ICB 

classification standard from 03 June 2018  

 Integrating ICB will allow Boursa Kuwait to access a single, globally 

recognised industry classification structure  

 Reflects Kuwait’s ongoing commitment to facilitate international 
investment  
 

FTSE Russell, the global index, data and analytics provider, announces today that its Industry Classification 
Benchmark (ICB®) has been licensed by Boursa Kuwait for all equity stocks listed on its markets. Boursa 
Kuwait will adopt the ICB standard from 03 June 2018.   
 
ICB is a comprehensive, globally recognised standard, operated and managed by FTSE Russell for categorising 
companies and securities across four levels of classification (Industry, Supersectors, Sector, and Subsector*). 
Each company is allocated to the Subsector that most closely represents the nature of its business, which is 
determined by its primary source of revenue or other publicly available information.  
 
ICB has been adopted by stock exchanges around the world including Athens Stock Exchange, Borsa Italiana, 
Cyprus Stock Exchange, Euronext, Johannesburg Stock Exchange, London Stock Exchange, NASDAQ OMX, 
Singapore Exchange, SIX Swiss Exchange and Taiwan Stock Exchange. Approximately 100,000 securities are 
classified worldwide offering increased clarity and universality that can be applied by the global investment 
community. More information on the ICB can be found here.  
 
Gary Rynhoud, Head of Middle East and Africa, FTSE Russell:  
“Boursa Kuwait’s adoption of ICB’s globally recognised classification standard will support the local bourse in 
offering increased transparency, structure and standards to meet the needs of the global investment industry 
and support increased international awareness and investment into Kuwait.  
 
“The ICB follows a rigorous and transparent rules-based methodology and we are delighted that Boursa Kuwait 
has chosen ICB to assist it in bringing their services in line with the practices of the global investment 
community.”  

 
Khaled Abdulrazzaq AlKhaled, CEO,  Boursa Kuwait:  
“Adopting FTSE Russell’s Industry Classification Benchmark ensures that our bourse will adhere to international 
standards and increase transparency as well as adopt universal benchmarks, allowing the exchange to flourish 
and expand. Our goal of achieving worldwide status and becoming a regional leader just became a little closer 
with this step, an important milestone on our journey and goal of developing a liquid, reliable and sound capital 
market providing issuers with efficient access to capital, and investors with diverse return opportunities, evolving 
into a leading regional exchange.” 
 

http://www.ftserussell.com/financial-data/industry-classification-benchmark-icb
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Following FTSE Russell’s Annual Classification Review in September 2017, Kuwait will be promoted to 
Secondary Emerging market status from September 2018. This will become effective in two 50 per cent 
tranches in conjunction with the FTSE GEIS semi annual review in September 2018 and the quarterly review in 
December 2018.  
 

* 10 industries; 19 Supersectors; 41 Sectors; 114 Subsectors 
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Notes to editors: 
 
About FTSE Russell: 

FTSE Russell is a global index leader that provides innovative benchmarking, analytics and data solutions for investors 
worldwide. FTSE Russell calculates thousands of indexes that measure and benchmark markets and asset classes in more 
than 70 countries, covering 98% of the investable market globally.  
 
FTSE Russell index expertise and products are used extensively by institutional and retail investors globally. Approximately 
$15 trillion is currently benchmarked to FTSE Russell indexes. For over 30 years, leading asset owners, asset managers, 
ETF providers and investment banks have chosen FTSE Russell indexes to benchmark their investment performance and 
create ETFs, structured products and index-based derivatives.  
 
A core set of universal principles guides FTSE Russell index design and management: a transparent rules-based 
methodology is informed by independent committees of leading market participants. FTSE Russell is focused on applying 
the highest industry standards in index design and governance and embraces the IOSCO Principles. FTSE Russell is also 
focused on index innovation and customer partnerships as it seeks to enhance the breadth, depth and reach of its offering.  
 
FTSE Russell is wholly owned by London Stock Exchange Group.  
 
For more information, visit www.ftserussell.com 
 
© 2018 London Stock Exchange Group plc and its applicable group undertakings (the “LSE Group”). The LSE Group includes (1) FTSE International Limited (“FTSE”), (2) 
Frank Russell Company (“Russell”), (3) FTSE TMX Global Debt Capital Markets Inc. and FTSE TMX Global Debt Capital Markets Limited (together, “FTSE TMX”), (4) MTSNext 
Limited (“MTSNext”), (5) Mergent, Inc. (“Mergent”), (6) FTSE Fixed Income LLC (“FTSE FI”) and (7) The Yield Book Inc. (“YB”). All rights reserved.  
 
FTSE Russell® is a trading name of FTSE, Russell, FTSE TMX, MTS Next Limited, Mergent, FTSE FI and YB. “FTSE®”, “Russell®”, “FTSE Russell®”, “MTS®”, 
“FTSE4Good®”, “ICB®”, “Mergent®” , “WorldBIG®”, “USBIG®”, “EuroBIG®”, “AusBIG®”, “The Yield Book®”,  and all other trademarks and service marks used herein 
(whether registered or unregistered) are trademarks and/or service marks owned or licensed by the applicable member of the LSE Group or their respective licensors and are 
owned, or used under licence, by FTSE, Russell, MTSNext, FTSE TMX, Mergent,  FTSE FI or YB. “TMX®” is a trademark of TSX Inc. 
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